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COMMITTEES
LmunA 2022

GA2

GA4 GA6

GA1
1. Reviewing cyber-hacking as a breach of

international security
 

2. Preventing countries from further testing
on Lethal Autonomous Weapon Systems

 
3. Addressing China’s treatment of Uyghur

muslims
 
 

1. Establishing an international framework regarding the
expenses of health care

 
2. Regulating Corporate Social Responsibility for

international firms and businesses
 

3. Cogitating the efficacy of economic sanctions on
international trade

 

1. The question of technological development
on increasing the gap between MEDCs and

LEDCs
 

2. Examining the crimes against humanity in
North Korea

 
3. Creating measures to combat neo-

colonialism in Africa
 

1. Establishing limitations on the excessive use
of social media to prevent cyberbullying

 
2. Investigating the utilization of facial

recognition as means of regulating human
behavior

 
3. Discussing the accountability of criminal

war acts
 



COMMITTEES
LmunA 2022

HSC UNCOPUOS

UNEP ECOSOC
1. Providing aid for LEDCs in the struggle

against climate change
 

2. Creating a program to enable smallholder
farms to increase the accessibility to

agricultural technology
 

3. Establishing rules to combat
overfertilisation

1. Creating a sustainable programme for
the recycling of clothing

 
2. Contesting the economic effects of

Artificial Intelligence on global
unemployment rates

 
3. Establishing regulations for the

treatment of convicts

1. Simulating the Soviet-Afghan proxy-war
in the context of the Cold War

 
2. Establishing rules upon the use of nuclear

weapons after the bombings of 1945
 

1. The potential legal implications of
breaches of privacy in relation to satellites in

global space exploration
 

2. Establishing regulations on the growing
commercialization of space activities

 
3. Combating the issue of pollution in space

 



COMMITTEES
LmunA 2022

UNHRC SC

CSW UNICEF

1. Protecting individual rights to privacy
in the digital age

 
2. The question of the Venezuelan

humanitarian crisis
 

3. Combatting the issue of forced
begging as a form of human trafficking

 
 

1. The question of the Afghanistan
Conflict

 
2. The question of the ongoing

Nagorno-Karabakh conflict
 

1. Ensuring access to maternal health-
care in LEDCs

 
2. Protecting women against sexual

violence
 

3. Discussing the legality of prostitution
 

1. Combating the issue of online child sexual
exploitation and abuse

 
2. Discussing the influence of technology on

the development of child cognition
 

3. Preventing the further suffering of migrant
and displaced children

 



DRIP ORDRIP ORDRIP OR
DROP?DROP?DROP?

Is this Lmuna or a fashion show? 

Lmuna has always been a formal event, but somehow
people let their creative side take over their fashion.



Interview with MUN
director Ms. Leusink

How many Lmuna's have 
you participated in?

"First one, I think was with Lenneke as
SG, so that was in 2018 or 2019. So for
LmunA's this is my 3rd or 4th one. I've
also been to Stuttgart, Copenhagen,
Stockholm and one in the Netherlands,
so I guess around 8. 

Which speaker would you like to 
see for the next opening ceremony?
"I think I would love to see the mayor
again. It's been a couple of years since
he's been here and I think it's really
nice for the city of Arnhem to have
events like this. So, I would love to see
the Mayor again, but I also think that it
depends on the theme of LmunA.

In what timeline 
would you like to live?

"This is a really hard
question because I love
the timeline I live in and I
love the technological
advances we see. So much
more is possible than was
thought 100 years ago. 

Did you enjoy the party last night ?
"Yes, definitely! The venue was
amazing, everything went very
smoothly, music was good and overall,
it went really well."



ABOUT LAST NIGHT... 



Kennedy stated that confirmed
intelligence indicates that the missile
sites in Cuba consist of two types. One
of which would be capable of operating
medium-range ballistic missiles. These
could carry nuclear weapons more than
1,000 nautical miles - this includes
Washington, the Panama Canal, Cape
Canaveral, or Mexico City. The second
type is for intermediate range ballistic
missiles which range for more than
2,000 nautical miles. These could hit
most of the major cities in the Western
hemisphere including cities in Peru and
Canada.

!!CRISIS!CRISIS!
Article 1: "Aerial photographs

Reveal Threats"

An American U2 spy plane has just
unearthed shocking information
which puts the nation in immense
danger. The pictures seem to
showcase the Soviet Union building
"offensive missile and bomber bases
in Cuba" which are said to handle
"missiles carrying nuclear warheads
up to 2,000 miles".

Article 2: "Iranian Drones to Russia

United States of America's National Security Advisor Jake Sullivan
has just revealed that the Islamic Republic of lIran is planning to
transfer hundreds if not thousands of combat drones and other
such UAVs (unmanned aerial vehicles) to the Russian Federation. In
addition, there are also plans to train Russian operators in Iran.
USA published satellite imagery that allegedly displays a military
delegation of the Kremlin visiting the Shahid Karimi UAV base,
which is run by the "Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps Aerospace
Force". This particular establishment is noted to have been involved
in both Iranian and proxy drone operations in Syria.

Article 3: "Soviet Challenges U.S. Right to Blockage"

As the United States attempts to impose a quarantine on the
shipment of weapons of any type to Cuba, the Soviet Union
challenges this right. The Soviet asserted that the Cuban regime
could make "whatever defense arrangements it pleased'.
The Russian Federation has announced that they were taking
"suitable measures to enhance their combat readiness" and warned
that the United States is risking a thermonuclear war with their
naval quarantine.



Photos of the day



  
To end things on a good note, we'd like to thank some people who have put a lot ofTo end things on a good note, we'd like to thank some people who have put a lot of

effort into making LmunA great this year.effort into making LmunA great this year.
  

We'd like to start of with Karsten, one of our former students, has been a greatWe'd like to start of with Karsten, one of our former students, has been a great
helper this LmunA. Currently, he is a nurse, and when we asked him how hehelper this LmunA. Currently, he is a nurse, and when we asked him how he

applied his knowledge this LmunA, he answered: "Well I used my knowledge in seeingapplied his knowledge this LmunA, he answered: "Well I used my knowledge in seeing
how people are doing and how they can be helped, but it's been a quite fluent LmunA. Ihow people are doing and how they can be helped, but it's been a quite fluent LmunA. I

have nothave not    done anythingdone anything    professionally for anyone, so it's good."professionally for anyone, so it's good."
  

Of course we can't forget Christiaan and Tim. They have been amazing helpers this yearOf course we can't forget Christiaan and Tim. They have been amazing helpers this year
and they deserve all the credit. They have been there for everybody in times of panic andand they deserve all the credit. They have been there for everybody in times of panic and

chaos. Chris and Tim were always available just like every other LmunA so far!chaos. Chris and Tim were always available just like every other LmunA so far!  
  

We are glad to have them.We are glad to have them.

A SPECIAL THANKS TO...

· Karsten · Christiaan · Tim ·



The end 
Best delegates,

 
I am so incredibly proud to announce that we did it; we wrote the LmunA
Times for each day, made the committee pictures, updated you on all our

social media platforms, and lastly, we created memories for you to look back
at. 

 
This LmunA has been great in various ways and we hope that the majority

of you have also enjoyed the conference. We have put a lot of time and
effort into this so, we are excited to see that all of our wishes have come true. 

 
Unfortunately, this is the last day of the conference, which also means that

my time as Head of Communication is  now over. I have enjoyed the
preparing, the fun and even the stress. 

 
I wanted to thank Aya Warner and Sara Sahin, my deputies, for always

offering help whenever they saw I needed it the most. I really would not
know what I would have done without them. 

 
With that said, I hereby close the LmunA Times 2022!

Partners in crime
Sadé Hendriks

Aya Warner 
Sara Sahin


